
EVENT

Spanky's Bungalow

You find yourself lost in the dark, dark
woods when you stumble across the horror

that is Spanky's Bungalow.  Beware the
strange and unhealthy practices within...

3EVENT: 3 ROUNDS

Purging

Cre'at, being his normal helpful self, has
decided to literally flush out the demon
from an unfortunate possessed young

woman. 

  Within 3 Turns let an opponent of your
choice randomly take a Character Card

from your hand.

EVENT: IMMEDIATE

Oooh...

A localised time bubble has you repeating
the immortal phrase 'oooh...' for an entire
week whilst overlooking a mountain-top

monastery. 

  Miss 2 Turns!

EVENT

Mocha-fleet

Beyond all comprehension the two most
pompous, pretentious, coffee loving

individuals you could ever meet, Frasier
Macfadyan and Niles Atreus, have

bickered their way into Starfleet.  Prepare
for many headaches!

9EVENT

The Alias-Team

SD-6 chief Arvin Sloane and his operatives
Sydney Bristow, Jack Bristow and Marcus

Dixon go fruit-loop after watching every
single episode of the A-Team in one sitting!

 Look out for their crazy spy-jinks!

8EVENT

80's Music

An angelic choir ushers in the rose tinted
memories of the decade known as the
1980s.  All that is good with the world

happened in the 80's and the music was
simply divine.  Or not...

5

EVENT: IMMEDIATE

Starey Eyes!

Starey eyes, crazed yankee grimace and
sweaty tassels... It can only be another

evening with the Staggering Stories Team! 

  Swap a random Character Card with an
opponent of your choice.

EVENT

Metal Mickey Rampage

Out of work Daleks have muscled in on
Metal Mickey's patch.  The result is a

cocktail of Atomic Thunderbusters and
medium-rare Kaled mutant goodness

grilled lightly over a blazing Brighton Pier.

6EVENT

Bucket of Excrement

Insane old 'chew your nose off' Ki'yak, the
unwashed Klingon, shows you the facilities
of his tiny spacecraft - a sloppy bucket of
filth full of every revolting bodily excretion
you could dare name.  It doesn't smell too

good, either.
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